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Global Aerospace Manufacturer to Demo Safe Air Travel
Products at Atlantic City International Airport
Egg Harbor Twp., NJ (March 16, 2021) – Atlantic County officials will welcome Israel Aerospace
Industries (IAI) to the U.S. to provide demonstrations of new smart airport equipment and technologies at
Atlantic City International Airport, a designated Smart Airport testbed.
In-person demonstrations will be available by appointment, March 30-April 1, to ensure all COVID-19
protocols are met and maintained.
Two pieces of equipment that will be on site have been designed to help detect physiological signs that
could help promote safe air travel. IAI’s Tamar system remotely measures physiological signs such as
body temperature and heart and respiratory rates with a high level of accuracy. IAI’s Grenada system
provides quick and efficient sterilization of frequently touched spaces. Intended use of these products
includes airports, casinos, health care facilities, transportation, and entertainment venues.
The ACEA is the leading agency for regional economic development and is coordinating this effort to
showcase New Jersey’s commitment to innovation and the opportunities for testing and research at the
Aviation Innovation Hub in Atlantic County anchored by the airport, the Federal Aviation Administration’s
Technical Center and the National Aviation Research and Technology Park.
For more information about the demonstration schedule, please contact the Atlantic County Economic
Alliance at: adminassist@aceanj.com or call (609) 245-0019.

About the Atlantic County Economic Alliance
The Atlantic County Economic Alliance is a private sector directed, nonprofit economic development corporation
that was established in 2017 for business attraction, retention, and marketing efforts in Atlantic County. The
ACEA’s core areas of focus are building a robust business retention program, marketing competitive assets to drive
industry diversification, relationship building to attract new companies, and creating partnerships to recruit, retain
and promote a qualified workforce. The ACEA has targeted aviation and aeronautics as one of several industries
that can help bring new jobs to the Atlantic County area. The National Research and Technology Park has already
attracted 300 new positions. Visit www.aceanj.com or call 609-245-0019 for more information.
About Israel Aerospace Industries
IAI is a world-leading aerospace and defense company innovating and delivering state-of-the-art technologies in
space, air, land, naval, cyber & homeland security for defense and commercial markets. Combining the “Start-up
Nation” spirit of innovation with decades of combat-proven experience, IAI provides customers with tailor-made,
cutting-edge solutions to the unique challenges they face including satellites, UAVs, missiles, intelligence solutions,
weapon systems, air defense systems, robotic systems, radars, business jets, aerostructures, and more.
Established in 1953, IAI is one of Israel’s largest technology employers with offices and R&D centers in Israel and
abroad. IAI North America is the U.S. subsidiary of IAI Ltd. Visit https://iai.co.il for more information.

